Active Lives Children and Young People
2019-20 Questionnaire – Practice Links

Years 1-2
https://surveys.ipsosinteractive.com/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Project=S2019554&id=&i.user4=PRAC TICE

Years 3-6
https://surveys.ipsosinteractive.com/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Project=S2019555&id=&i.user2=b&i.u ser4=PRACTICE

Years 7-11
https://surveys.ipsosinteractive.com/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Project=S2019555&id=&i.user2=c&i.u ser4=PRACTICE

Parents
https://surveys.ipsosinteractive.com/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Project=S2019555&id=&i.user2=d&i.u ser4=PRACTICE

Teachers: schools should use their real URN
https://surveys.ipsosinteractive.com/mrIWeb/mrIWeb.dll?I.Project=S2019556&id=&i.user4=PRAC TICE